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Devil’s softball
Casey Wilson, Student Liaison

Softball is a great sport for athletes to play.
Although it is physical, you can ask every girl who
plays whether they have fun or not. Most of the
time, they say it is great, and they always have fun.
Two freshmen, Mary Harvey and Kaylynn
Higinbotham, were interviewed about how their
season was going so far.
First, Mary Harvey was asked how softball was
The Red Devil’s softball team poses for picture before a game
going so far this season. She said it is going well.
However, Higinbotham says otherwise. She stated, “It has been annoying, but it is also fun at the same time.”
Next, the Advocate asked what positions they play. Higinbotham plays third base and Harvey plays outfield. They both
share favorites about playing softball; they love to joke around and get to know their teammates. Many softball games were
canceled so far this season, because of the weather, which is upsetting. How can the phrase “ball is life” be true if games are
not being played? Sure, everyone wanted that bad weather to just leave, but people around here want their softball games.
The Advocate then asked how many years have these girls been playing softball. Higinbotham has only played two years,
and Harvey has played for six years. Softball takes skill. Do these girls have it? Harvey suggests,” Come to our games! You’ll
see!”
In conclusion, Harvey and Higinbotham seemed to think softball is played to have fun.. Interested in playing? Then, do
it! Sign up in the office next year to play!
Good luck for the remainder of the year, lady Red Devils!
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On your mark, get set, bang! Now that it is spring, outdoor track has
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Outdoor track season races off to a magnificent start

begun. To get to know a little more about how the season is going, the Devil’s
Advocate interviewed the coaches and some athletes.
First, the staff interviewed Coach Kellar, the coach of the girls varsity track
team. The Advocate asked how she thought the season is going thus far. Kellar
replied, “We have only had a few meets. We have new girls who are athletic, and
I think they are promising.”
Next, the Advocate asked what the goals were for the season. Kellar replied,
“I hope to take an event to regionals. I hope for everyone individually to
improve. I would also like to be top three in the NAC.”
The Advocate interviewed Mrs. Morgan, the coach of the boys varsity team.
First, the Advocate asked, how she thinks the season is going so far. Morgan
Freshman Hannah Pietro takes her mark at track meet
replied, “I feel the season is going good. We have had a good start. We have made personal records in the first few meets.”
Second, the Advocate asked what were her goals for the season. Morgan replied, “ I want to try to win the NAC and get individual
wins out of events and relays.”
The Advocate asked freshman Jared Bosely on the guys varsity and freshman Ciara Pyles on the girls varsity team a few questions.
The Advocate asked Jared and Ciara how they feel about Outdoor Track.
Pyles replied that it was a lot of fun even though it is cold. Bosley went on to say, “It’s really fun. I have a good time with my
teammates. Ethan Radtka is a good senior leader.”
Keep up the excellent work, team!

News Page

Candidates in
classrooms
Hannah Emerson, Editor in Chief
On March 9th, different candidates running for office
came to visit Lordstown High School students in grades 11
and 12. The following are all of the democratic candidates
who visited the students: Marianne James, Kristen Rock,
Tod Latell, Paul Monroe, Glenn Holmes, David Cook, David
Polivka, and Al Sauline representing Ben Kyle. The chairman
of the Trumbull County Republican Party, Randy Law, also
attended the assembly to talk about the Republican party.
There were two different assemblies, one at 9 AM and
one at 1 PM. Different candidates spoke at different times.
All of the candidates were introduced by a member of the
Political History Club, and then they proceeded to give their
campaign speeches. After they were done talking, the
students had the opportunity to ask the candidates some
questions. Some of the students who attended the
assemblies were interviewed, and they had some strong
opinions on the candidates.
Chase Weiland, one of the presidents of the Political
History Club, really enjoyed the assembly. Her favorite
candidate was Glenn Holmes. She said he was, “Sweet, nice,
and offered to take us to Columbus to see the state house.
He had very good ideas.”
Weiland’s least favorite candidate was David Cook. She
said, “His only idea was to build a roller coaster.”
Weiland’s favorite part about the assembly was being
able to learn about the local candidates. She liked having the
opportunity to ask them questions regarding ways that they
can help our school.
Emily Moyers, a member of the Political History Club,
enjoyed the assembly as well. Her favorite candidate was
also Glenn Holmes. She said, “He had a lot of good points
and I liked a lot of what he had to say.”
She did not like Dan Polivka, because he seemed,
“Arrogant.”
Her favorite part was, “All of it. I really liked being able to
engage with them on a personal level.”
Michon Peterson, a junior, liked Paul Monroe the best out
of all of the candidates. He said, “He [Paul] was funny. I
liked his stories and the jokes that he told.”
Peterson did not have a least favorite candidate, he liked
them all. However, the candidate that Peterson had some
not-so-positive things to say about was David Cook, “He,
well, he shouldn’t get the job. I just feel like that’s not going
to work, the amusement park and stuff.”
Peterson’s favorite part was taking all of the cookies that
Tod Latell brought. In all, it was a very successful day.
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Power of the Pen
Regional competition
Dominique Higinbotham
and Hannah Boyle, School News Editors

Ava Spano, McKenna Lago, Hannah Boyle, Kiera Griffin,
and Ady McNeil at District Power of the Pen tournament

Lordstown’s Power of the Pen team participated
in another writing competition about a month ago! They
were asked some questions about what it was like to move
on to regionals.
The seventh graders that moved on were: Ava
Spano, Adyn McNeil and McKenna Lago, and the eighth
graders who moved on were Hannah Boyle and Kiera
Griffin. However, McKenna Lago will be the only
participant to move on to state! This writing event was
held on March 5th, and the team spent the whole day
down at Malone College.
The first question that the team members were
asked was what their favorite prompt of the day was.
Kiera Griffin said, “A Count Down; we had to write a story
about it. I wrote about New Year’s resolutions and about
how stupid they are. No one ever sticks to them.”
McKenna Lago was also asked for her favorite
prompt. “My favorite prompt was the ‘Because’ prompt,
because it was very vague and hard to write for. It was
very challenging, so that was good.” she said.

Power of Pen continued on Page 4
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Red Devil’s baseball season off to a grand slam of a start
Hailey Overton, Artist and Devils Advocate Staff

Junior Dakota Bingham at Warren JFK game at Eastwood Field

Red Devils baseball is under way, and the boys are
off to a grand slam of a start. At this point of the season,
the boys are 4-0 in the league and 5-2 overall. The
Advocate sat down with a few of the team members to
learn more about how the season is going thus far.
First, the Advocate chose to interview three ninth
graders: Colin Himes, Blaze Miller and Teddy Drewek.
When asked about how the season was going so far, both
Miller and Himes said that the season was going very
well, and that they hoped to win the league this year.
That would be a tremendous accomplishment.

Himes, who plays third base, catcher, or pitcher, said that
his favorite part about the season so far has been, “Being a
team.”
Miller said that his favorite part of playing baseball is
getting to go to all of the different stadiums. Drewek, an
outfielder, is also very excited about the season.
“We are first place in the league,” Drewek said.
He went on to share his favorite moment of the baseball
season so far. “When we defeated JFK for the first time in like
Lordstown history at Eastwood Field,” Drewek shared as his
favorite memory.
Though the team has had success so far, junior Dakota
Bingham admits that there will be some difficult games in the
near future. “Yesterday and tonight, we play difficult teams in
Chalker and Bristol, but if we play how we have been
playing, we will be okay,” Bingham said.
When asked what he felt the greatest moment of the
season was, Bingham said, “The Bristol game. We ended up
scoring two runs in the seventh inning to win that game.”
Bingham admits to being the star pitcher so far this
season. However, he wanted to emphasize that it has been a
team effort all season.
“I have had a lot of help; many others have contributed to
wins, including: Jared Lee, Mike Renziniak, William Conn,
Paul Bingham, and the entire team have helped.”
The boys are off to an exciting start to the seasons. Keep
swinging for the fences, Red Devils!

Red Devil athletes awarded at winter sports banquet
Ciara Pyles, Sports Editor

On March 16, 2016, in the Lordstown High School's

Auditorium, coaches, families and friends came to
acknowledge the winter athletes. The winter sports
included junior high boys and girls basketball, junior high
cheerleading, boys and girls JV and varsity basketball, JV and
varsity cheerleading and boys and girls varsity indoor track.
For each sport, there are letters, which is an
acknowledgment pin that announces a high school
athlete who performed well and depending on the sport
had enough playing time. Fifty-three athletes received
letters this winter season. There are also special awards,
which are awards that the coaches make to describe their
team’s best. The special awards consisted of: Most Spirited,
Coach’s Award, Leadership, Most Talented, Most Improved,
Floor Award, Red Devil, Offensive MVP, Defensive MVP,
Hustle Award, Field Event MVP, Team MVP, and Sprint
MVP. In total, there were 25 special awards given. Both the
special awards and letters go to the deserving athletes who
worked very hard to get them.

Miss Kusnir broke away from the usual three special
awards per team. This year she gave out four special
awards. When asked why, she replied,
“I always have a very difficult time choosing students for
my awards. I try to recognize the girls who show the
most school spirit, leadership, and dedication to their
squad. Our job is to support the boys and do what we
can to inspire school spirit. As most of the girls do that
on a consistent basis, it can be tough narrowing down
my awards to three or four girls.”
Coach Brian Force also continued his tradition of the
Senior Brick Award. This award was given to the seniors,
and it represents how when bricks are put together, they
make a solid foundation. It also symbolizes the hard work
and rough and tough that life throws at you, yet you stay
standing and strong like a brick. Jiryes Rafidi and Mike
Rendziniak were the recipients of this award this
year. Rafidi was asked what the brick symbolized to him. He
said that the brick is ugly, yet it still stands strong and is a
supportive foundation for what is to come.

Awards Continues on Page 4
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Lordstown is
making music!
Blaze Miller, Staff Writer

L

ordstown band is an essential part of our school
for the students. The students here at Lordstown practice
hard every day to learn their parts and prepare for the
concerts. Led by Mr. Stout, the band had a concert on
March 31st, which had good attendance. They then
performed the next day for the student body. The Devil’s
Advocate asked some students and teachers what they
thought of the concert. Here is what some of them said.
Mr. Cullison, the world history teacher, said, ”I liked it and
I thought everyone performed well.”
Spencer Wingate, a junior here at Lordstown, said
The Red Devil jazz band performs for student body in school auditorium
“I thought it was really good. I enjoyed it.”
Matthew Miller, a freshman, said “The music made me want to dance right there.”
As you can tell, everyone at least enjoyed coming to the concert and hearing the music. Although people liked the music the band
played, they will be playing some more iconic music such as “The Lion King” , ”Under the Sea”, and “Star Wars” when they visit the
Boyd’s Kinsman Home for the mentally challenged. Lordstown’s band may also be marching in a GM celebration parade, but this is
not yet confirmed. The band will be performing at Cedar Point amusement park late in May.
If you remember, the band marched in full uniform during the Apple Cider Festival parade back in September, and they also
marched in the Veterans Day parade in Warren. People in attendance at both of these mentioned how well the band played. As you
can see or “hear,” the band is excellent. They are working on getting better, so they can be amazing.

Power of the Pen Regional competition, Continued from Page 2
Dominique Higinbotham and Hannah Boyle, Staff Writer

T

he next question was what they enjoyed most that day. Spano and many of the other members had a similar answer.
Spano answered, “I looked forward to the awards, because I wanted to see who was going to win!”
At the beginning of the day, the students went to a debriefing, where they learned the rules and regulations for the rest of
the day. Then, with the aid of their coaches, Mrs. Kelecava and Mrs. Domino, the students went about their days full of
writing and meticulous brainstorming. After three tedious rounds, Mr. Hart chaperoned them to the building in which the
lunch was to be held. At the end of the day, awards took place. Sadly, none of our local team members received any awards
that day. Luckily, a few weeks later, Mrs. Domino and Mrs. Kelecava received word that McKenna had qualified for State.
Lastly, they were asked how they thought they did. McKenna says, “I thought I did better than I really did.”
Quite ironic she would say this considering, don’t you think?
“I thought I did okay,” said Spano, “just okay.”
All of our team did amazingly well for the first year that Power of the Pen was integrated into Lordstown. Even those
who did not make it past the first competition.
Although only one of our team members is moving on, the whole team did a great job throughout each and every
tournament and round. Good luck to McKenna for her next competition, and good luck to the other young writers who
participated.

Devil athletes awarded at winter sports banquet

Continued from Page 3

Ciara Pyles, Sports Editor

Rafidi also received the Coach’s Award. When asked how he felt about getting that award and whether that surprised

him or not, he replied, “Yes, I was actually [surprised]. This doesn’t happen all the time for me. Most coaches don’t like me,
but I guess Coach Force saw potential in me.”
Last basketball season was Rafidi’s last season probably ever. He has been playing organized basketball since fourth
grade and unorganized many years before that.
In conclusion, the winter sports came to a successful close. Congrats to all the athletes!
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Weekley Update
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Destini Hall, Student Liaison

Michon Peterson, Taylor Hudak, and William Conn

On March 10

th,

juniors Michon Peterson, William

Conn, and Taylor Hudak traveled to Youngstown State
University to participate in the JA Business Challenge. They
left the competition with a second place win.
Peterson was asked about his experience with his first
year of the JA Business Challenge. First, he was asked what
it even is. He said, "It is where you run your own virtual
business, competing against 36 other teams to see who can
run a business the most successfully.”
Next, he was asked what inspired him to go. “The prizes.
Since we won second place, we got $600, and because of
there being three of us, we each got $200 with the help of
Mr. Witt."
He was last asked if he feels any different now that he has
this accomplishment, "No,” Peterson said, “I just want to go
back next year and come in first for my senior year.”
Another junior, Conn, was asked some questions as well.
First off, he was asked who can participate in this. "You
have to be a junior or senior to participate in this or be in a
business class."
Conn was then asked how this Business Challenge was
won. "You have to have the highest PI, which means
performance index." Conn said.
This year’s business trip was a success for this amazing
team! Congratulations to Conn, Hudak and Peterson, you
did great! Good luck to those of you who will participate
next year!

Alexis Weekley, Opinion Writer

A

lot of people just do not understand the true
meaning of being a good friend. So many people just
absolutely are awful at being friends. Today, I am going to
give those of you that just are terrible at what you are doing,
some advice.
1.) Talk about other people to them, and then go be
besties with that person you were just talking about. That
will make your friends love you. They will trust you so
much more if you do this.
2.)Talk trash about your “friends” behind their backs.
Omg, let me tell you this will make all of your friends adore
you.
3.) Since they are your friend, that means they are yours,
so you have to keep them from talking to anyone you do not
like. I mean it's only fair, right? They are “yours.” You might
as well just date them.
4.) Ignore them constantly, all the time. Why not, might
as well just not text them at all. That will just make them
want to talk to you even more.
5.) Take their food. What is theirs is yours, right? If
they get angry, it is only because they are trying to say
thank you.
6.) They want to say, “Thank you from keeping me from
getting fat.”
7.) Every time they make a mistake, give them a two
hour lecture. Also, make sure you really focus on their flaws,
because that is the sign of a true bestie.
8.) If you are with them, and another group of friends
come along, you have to leave that friend for them. Do not
say you are leaving. Just leave. They probably did not want
to talk to you anyway.
Therefore, if you sucked at being a friend before you
read this, I really hope you stop being so terrible.
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Herman

Breanna Koper, Photographer

T

here is a new counselor here at Lordstown. Her
name is Miss Herman. The Devils Advocate decided to
ask her a few questions to get to know her a little
better. Here are the results.
The Devils Advocate first asked why she decided to
apply for a job at Lordstown. Herman replied, “Miss
Kusnir and I have been friends for six years; I worked
for Mr. Armstrong before and Mr. Vivo was my high
school teacher. I knew most of the people, so I knew it
was a good district.”
Next, the Advocate asked Herman how she likes
Lordstown so far. Herman replied, “I like it a lot so far.”
Next, she was asked if she could go on vacation right
now, where would she go. Immediately, Herman
answered, “New Orleans! I really like the culture and I
love the food.”
The last question the Devils Advocate asked was if
she could describe herself in three words, what would
they be. Herman replied, “Sarcastic, understanding, and
empathetic.”
After talking with Herman, we asked senior
Christopher McDonald how he felt about her. The first
question he was asked was, what does he think of
Miss Herman. McDonald replied, “I think she is great
and puts up with me everyday.”
The last question he was asked was if he thinks
Miss Herman is good at her job. McDonald replied,
“Yes, without her, I would be clueless on anything
related to college.”
Lordstown appears to have a great new counselor.
Miss Herman is a very nice lady and is good at her job.
All the best of luck, Miss Herman!

Burns

Alexis Carpenter, Staff Writer

R

achel Burns is an outstanding senior here at
Lordstown. She, like all the other seniors, is impatiently
awaiting graduation day. The Devils Advocate sat down with
her and asked her a few questions about her high school
experience. First, she was asked to describe her entire high
school experience in one sentence. Her reply was, “It was lit.”
She was asked of her greatest achievement. “My Spanish
video; it was the greatest thing I’ve ever done,” Burns said.
She was also asked the big question that all seniors
eventually hear about what they will miss the most. Burns
said, “I will probably miss all of my friends the most,
especially since I see them everyday.”
Burns was next asked if she planned on going to college
and what for. “I am an aspiring English major and my dream
college is Youngstown State University. It’s close by but it
also has the major I want, so it’s perfect for me,” Burns said.
The last question she was asked was if she had any advice
for the underclassmen. “Honestly, be respectful to the
upperclassmen,” she said.
Mr. Cullison was asked to describe some of his favorite
qualities about Burns. He said,“Well first off, she is
absolutely brilliant. I also love her ability to blend in. She has
a special quality where she can change just a little bit to fit
into any group she pleases. That isn’t easy for a teenager to
do. Oh, and she’s from Warren. That’s pretty awesome too.”
The Advocate also got a chance to ask Maya Kresic about
her friend, Burns. “Rachel is an amazing listener and one of
the most loyal friends I have,” Kresic said.
Overall, it is apparent that Burns is loved all throughout
the school and everywhere on the social spectrum. The
Devil’s Advocate wishes Burns the best of luck with her
English degree at YSU.
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Walking Dead Review
(Spoilers ahead)
Hailey Overton, Artist

This season of The Walking Dead, there was a lot of ups
and downs. Alexandria seemed to be back to a normal way of
life. Well, as normal as a zombie apocalypse can get. Rick and
his group are in charge, there is more security, jobs have been
given out, rotations have been established and, of course,
scavenging began again. Scavenging, or going on runs looking
for food and supplies, seems to be where all of the problems
arise.
This season began with Darryl and two others running in to
a group of bikers, who basically wanted everything they had
even the giant fuel truck they were driving. Of course, in
Darryl fashion, he blew them to pieces and drove back to
Alexandria. Soon after, Rick was on a run where they found a
gain truck full of food and supplies which was a big win for
them because they were low.
While driving back to Alexandria they found a gas station
with a pop machine. Daryl thought that it would be a great
idea to break it open by tying it to the back of the truck. While
doing so out of nowhere, a guy runs from behind the building
into Rick and the chase began. He stole the truck. Of course,
they chase him, they fight him and the truck full of supplies
ended up in a lake.
They found out his name is “Jesus,” and he is from another
community called the “Hill Top.” Jesus talks them into going
and talking to the people at the “Hill Top” about a trade
agreement .
The Hill top people would like to make a trade agreement
with Alexandria but to do so, Rick and his group will have to
kill the other group called the Negans. Rick takes this
information back to the community and wants it to be a group
decision whether or not to take this other group out. The
group takes the challenge and goes into Negan’s compound to
take them out. Though they run into problems, it appears they
are successful.
In the time that followed, it appeared that everything had
worked out well for our heroes. Unfortunately, as the season
came to a close, these moments of happiness quickly came to
an end. The finale itself was incredibly action-packed, and it
left us viewers dying to know what will happen in the next
season. All in all, it was another excellent season of The
Walking Dead. If you have not seen this show yet, make sure
to check it out. You will not regret it!
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National Honor Society
holds military fundraiser
Larissa Zarlengo, Profile Editor

National Honor Society recently held a

fundraiser for grades 7-12 to collect care package items
for men and women in the military service. Junior Chase
Weiland came up with the idea for this fundraiser.
Recently, the Advocate sat down with a few members of
National Honor’s Society to learn more about the event.
Junior Hannah Emerson stated that this was a
great opportunity for students to get involved and show
support for military men and women, as well as their
families.
The following items were asked for:
1.) Seventh grade- Dental care (ex: floss,
toothbrushes, no toothpaste)
2.) Eighth grade- Candy, gum, mints, etc.
3.) Ninth grade- Flavored coffee, nuts in cans
with lids.
4.) Tenth grade- AAA and AA batteries, beef
jerky, beef jerky sticks.
5.) Eleventh grade- Books and magazines (Clean
content)
6.) Twelvth grade- Movies and CDs (Clean
content)
All items donated had to be made in America.
These things included: Listerine floss, G-U-M
toothbrushes, Orbit gum, Altoid and Lifesaver mints,
M&M’s, Swedish Fish, and Sugar Babies. These items
were delivered to the men and women soon after they
were given to a member of National Honor Society.
This was beneficial in many ways and was a
good way for all to show their appreciations for those
who put their lives on the line every day for our freedom.
Weiland stated, “The program was successful; we
appreciate any items brought in.”
National Honor Society thanks each and every
person who participated to make this both possible and
successful.

Reviews
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Allegiant Part 1 Review

PC Gaming: Arma III

Polly Batchelder, Reviewer

Ken Zerefos, Reviewer

I recently saw Allegiant and after seeing the first two
movies, I was not as excited for this movie as I thought I
would be. The first movie, in my opinion, was almost exactly
like the book, but when Insurgent came out I was very
disappointed. Although it was a good movie and contained
many of the important sections of the book, it also left out
many of my favorite parts.
For these reasons, I was not as excited to see Allegiant, but
by the end of the film, my mood changed. After seeing this
movie, I was very happy with how it started and ended. I
even think that I like this series more than the Hunger Games.
When the movie was over, I had to know if they were
making another. They are, in fact, making a part two for the
Allegiant movie. I think that these four part movies have gone
too far. I think that the Divergent series need to be in two
parts. I absolutely love the movies and books even though
they do not match up perfectly like I think they should , they
definitely matched up perfectly with what I envisioned as I
read the books. When I went to see the movie, I was prepared
for many things to happen, because I read the books.
I will definitely see the last movie when it comes out. I
would recommend seeing this movie, along with the other. I
give this movie four out of five stars. I am only giving it four
stars, because of the lack of giving their fans the Four and
Tris date that should have happened in the last movie, as well
as in this movie. However, it was still an amazing movie.

company. They are known mostly for their well-renowned
series of military simulation including: Arma 1-3, Day Z, Arma:
Armed Assault, Arma: Queens Gambit and many more. Bohemia
Interactive's newest release Arma 3 is their biggest hit with a
score of 9/10 from Steam and 7/10 from IGN. It has sold over
one million copies.
Arma 3’s stunning graphics and high realism makes for a
very immersive experience. You will almost never see any
hackers or unverified modders due to Bohemia Interactive’s
use of the BattlEye anti-cheat software. The modding
community is of the highest caliber, and you can fight in
almost any conflict, be it real or fictional. You can fight in
Vietnam with the seventh Cavalry, in Afghanistan with the
SAS or as U.S. NATO Operatives fighting against
insurgents.
Its game play is immersive, its graphics are top quality
and the community is mature and dedicated. There must
not be anything bad about it, right?
Well… As much as I love Arma 3, it has the worst physics
engine I have seen since Minecraft. Tanks will float away
when destroyed, players bodies will sink into the ground
when spawned and units will phase into vehicles when
ordered to enter or interact. Overall though, only having one
thing wrong with it that happens very rarely is not an issue.
Big companies like Bethesda and Activision have tons of
glitches and exploits so there is no room to judge.

★★★★★

Ken Zerefos, Reviewer

Polly Batchelder, Reviewer

Bohemia Interactive is a well known game producing
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What donut are you based on your Zodiac sign?
Casey Wilson, Student Liaison
Aquarius- Powdered Jelly
As an Aquarius, you are original and unexpected—just like this surprising treat. You value your freedom to go
anywhere and everywhere you please, just like the powder and jelly from this doughnut.
Pisces- Pink Frosted
You enjoy a bit of whimsy and escapism, so you will appreciate this brightly colored and decorated doughnut.
Pisces embraces a good mystery and does not care to know exactly what flavor “pink” is.

Aries- Plain
You are independent and a born leader to flash and dazzle. Straightforward and honest, Aries does not need
sprinkles or frosting to be a boss.
Taurus- Glazed
As a Taurus, you want something as dependable and indulgent as you your are inclined to be. However,
because you are just a little lazy, you do not always have the energy to choose from the fancier options.
Gemini- Donut Holes
Geminis are notoriously indecisive, so you are going to want options; just like a mixed box of various donut
holes, which are well-suited to your childlike spirit and restless energy.
Cancer- Boston Cream
The Cancer is not unlike a decadent Boston crème donut; it is dependable, nurturing and adaptable. You may
seem shy at first, but those who get close to you will discover a delightful cream filling.
Leo- Cronut
Leos, like the cronut, present an uncommon exterior, though they are ultimately soothing and warm. This treat
is also well-suited to your taste for all things fancy.
Virgo- Vanilla Frosted
You tend to be particular and appreciate reliability and precision. While your exterior may seem cool and
reserved, the perfect blend of subtle flavors inside make, this a classic total Virgo.
Libra- Cruller
You appreciate the finer things, like the graceful twists and delicate dough of the cruller. Easy to like, Libra is
pleasant to almost all tastes. You express yourself through creativity, visible here in the cruller’s inventive
shape.
Scorpio- Chocolate Frosting w/ Sprinkles
Scorpio’s appreciation for tradition calls to mind this classic. Like the chocolate sprinkle, you are loyal, strong
and passionate. Not everyone will admit it, but deep down they know you are the perfect doughnut.
Sagittarius- Apple Cider
Like the apple cider donut, Sagittarius is direct. What you see is what you get. No fuss. Very little
complication. You do not show up to many parties, but when you do, you are the center of attention.

Capricorn- Cream Stick
You are ambitious, yet patient; making you the perfect match for this large and difficult-to-perfect treat.
Capricorns can seem closed off, but once they feel safe, they will reveal the secrets inside.
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very year, mathematicians around the world
celebrate March 14th as “Pi Day.” Pi, which is the
Greek letter “π,” is the symbol used in mathematics
to represent a constant, or the ratio of the
circumference of a circle to its diameter
(approximately 3.14159).
Mrs. Enoch kept the tradition going and held the
Annual “Pi” Contest with the International Cuisine
class. It was a great success! Many great pies were
made including: Supreme Pumpkin Pie, Chocolate
Pie, Layer After Layer Lemon Pie, Dutch Apple Pie,
Simple Pumpkin Pie, Brownie Cheesecake Pie, a
Custard Pie, and a savory Sweet Potato Pie.
Many teachers enjoyed trying each pie at the
tasting. Mrs. Enoch and the class set up a long table
with small samples of pies and tables with
tablecloths set up so teachers could sit down and
enjoy each sample. Many positive comments were
made about the Pie Contest.
The winners were as follows: First PlaceGarrett Smith and Seth Anthony with the Layer
After Layer Lemon Pie, Second Place- Chase
Weiland and Corine Eastham with the Dutch Apple
Pie, and Third Place- Larissa Zarlengo and Maya
Kresic with the Brownie Cheesecake Pie!
Congratulations to all on your delicious pies, and
Happy Belated Pi Day!
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